Planets D6 / Dessolit
Dessolit
Dessolit is one of several worlds belonging to the Palvar
Defense Force,
mainly due to the fact that they have no military forces at all.
Unlike its
name, Dessolit is actually a lush world with very little variation
in climate
conditions from season to season.
Much of Dessolit is covered in fungal growth. The mushroom
forests that
cover 80% of Dessolit's two continents are famous throughout the sector as
prime speeder bike and swoop racing courses. Even in the two main cities of
Dessolit City and Asymp (no more than a hundred kilometers a part from each
other) are overrun with some sort of fungi ranging from slime molds to
shrubbery sized mushrooms.
Due to the high levels of fungi on Dessolit, the atmosphere has an extremely
high concentration of fungal spores and can cause severe allergic reactions
to anyone who is not used to them. All visitors to Dessolit are urged to
wear a breath mask at all times when outdoors for their own safety.
Dessolit has no plant or animal species, only an extremely wide variety of
fungi. Almost all of them are extremely toxic if eaten and can kill nearly
all known species. Still, some fungi species found on Dessolit have been
known to cause hallucinations if consumed.
Type: Terrestrial
Location: Mid Rim: Palvar Sector
Temperature: Warm
Atmosphere: Type II (breath mask suggested)
Hydrosphere: Wet
Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Fungi forests, plains, mountains, oceans
Length of Day: 30.9 standard hours
Length of Year: 401 local days
Sapient Species: Humans, various other races
Starport: Standard
Population: 109,995,000 (estimated)

Planet Function: Colony
Government: Ruling Council
Tech Level: Space
Major Exports: Fungi based products
Major Imports: Foodstuffs, mid tech, high tech
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